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TUMI introduces the new Spring 2018
collection with Californian inspiration

By Jas Ryat on January, 12 2018  |  Fashion, Bags & Accessories

The TUMI Spring 2018 collection pays homage to California’s relaxed vibe by featuring landscapes
and sun-kissed cities. After journeying through the state, the brand was able to capture the pockets of
fashion, tech, art, design and music. This inspired the collections vibrant colors, bold patterns, as well
as pops of neon in unexpected places.

TUMI's new Merge collection features the Wheeled Backpack, International Expandable Carry-On,
Short Trip Expandable Packing Case and Continental Expandable Carry-On in a vibrant range of colors

Launching in Spring 2018 is the new TUMI Merge collection. The new TUMI Merge collection includes
the Wheeled Backpack, International Expandable Carry-On, Short Trip Expandable Packing Case and
Continental Expandable Carry-On. Coffee and Ocean Blue colors will round out the strong core colors,
with Sunset Red and Green Camo brought in on specific styles to add color pops through the season.

https://www.dutyfreemagazine.ca/
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The 19 Degree Aluminum collection is available in an Ivory Gold color

TUMI’s 19 Degree Aluminum collection of luggage offers a combination of form following function,
thus making it an essential for every traveler. The 19 Degree Aluminum is introduced in Ivory Gold
color. The collection is offered in International Carry-On and Short Trip Packing Case.

The TUMI Spring 2018 Men’s collection offers everything from back packs to totes to briefs. The
collection features new colors, patterns and a clean aesthetic.
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The Alpha Bravo collection is perfect for everyday use. The designs are modern yet functional

The Alpha Bravo collection is updated with a sleek,modern look. Design updates include an integrated
logo plaque, leather detail on front face of the bags, and updated black zippers and pulls. The
webbing design element that is iconic to Alpha Bravo remains as well as all key functionality. The
collection is available in pops of Green Camo and Grey/Citron span to add to the existing color range.

New styles include the Willow Backpack and the McCoy Gym Bag.

With a more modern look, TUMI Harrison assortment spotlights signature shapes offered in new nylon
material for the season. The nylon styles are available in classic neutrals Black and Brown. The Winsor
Backpack is a smaller version of the popular Bates Backpack and features double zip entry and two
exterior pockets for fast-access items. Other items included are Seneca Slim Brief, Taylor Brief,
Clifford Backpack, Danner Brief Tote and Forest Utility Bag.

The TUMI Spring 2018 Women’s collection, inspired by the dynamic lifestyles of women on the go,
offers new colors and patterns.

The Voyageur Leather collection is for the woman on the go. The new colors and patterns offer a
sophisticated and feminine feel to the collection

The Voyageur collection takes shape with a mix of bold prints and accents of color, offering
streamlined, lightweight designs with feminine details. The collection includes Lexa Zip Flap Backpack
and Tina Laptop Carrier.

The Voyageur collection includes the Misty Crossbody and the Angela Phone Wallet.

For more about TUMI, visit www.TUMI.com.

http://www.tumi.com/

